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We compute the specific heat spectra of non-interacting fermions whose energy spectrum was obtained
from a quasiperiodic ladder sequence (Fibonacci and Rudin–Shapiro type), mimicking a DNA molecule
model. The specific heat is calculated from their underlying multi-fractal energy spectrum, considering
several values of energy densities. Comparisons are made with a real DNA sequence, namely the human
chromosome 22 (Ch22).
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The DNA molecule is often described as a one-dimensional
random chain, being defined as a sequence of four possible nu-
cleotides which shapes the structure of the amino acids to form
proteins. Its sequence can be considered as a symbolic arrange-
ment of a four Letter alphabet, namely guanine (G), adenine (A),
cytosine (C ) and thymine (T ), and nothing prevents that the DNA
chain can be grown following quasiperiodic sequences.

One of the most studied models of a one-dimensional quasiperi-
odic structure is the Fibonacci lattice, which exhibits a critical
behavior of localization of the eigenstates independent of the two
values taken by the substitution potential. The criticality of the lo-
calization is revealed by a singular continuous energy spectrum
consisting of a Cantor set of zero Lebesgue measure for the Fi-
bonacci Hamiltonian. Another one is the Rudin–Shapiro sequence,
which holds a unique position inasmuch as its correlation measure
is absolutely continuous, such as for random sequences. Based on
this feature one would expect the Rudin–Shapiro lattice to have
properties close to that of a random system, especially since its
correlation measure has a uniform density. Besides, the former
(Fibonacci) shows many robust transmission energies in the spec-
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trum, whereas the latter (Rudin–Shapiro) shows weak transmission
ability with increasing sequence length (for a review of the physi-
cal properties of these quasiperiodic structures, see [1,2]).

Unlike proteins, a π -stacked array of DNA base pairs made up
from these nucleotides can provide the way to promote long range
charge migration, which in turn gives important clues to mecha-
nisms and biological functions of transport [3,4]. Furthermore, the
characterization of the long-range correlations in DNA sequences
have proved to be a difficult task, mainly due to its mosaic-like
structure consisted of patches with distinct nucleotide composi-
tions [5], giving rise to local biasing (trends) in their composition,
and in turn to spurious effects when analyzed through numeri-
cal methods [6]. Besides, the charge transfer efficiency varies for
different substitutional sequences, with many of them presenting
electronic delocalization [7]. Nevertheless, the mechanistic descrip-
tion of charge transfer in DNA is not comprehensive yet and a
complete and clear description of the electronic properties inside
the DNA base stack is still lacking. There are many mechanistic de-
tails which are being addressed currently or need to be explored
in the future. The basic problems of the formation of a complete
mechanistic picture are the significant structural difference of the
investigated DNA systems as well as the different ways of interpre-
tation. Hence, DNA represents a very special medium in terms of
energy and charge transfer processes [8].
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Many interesting theoretical results concerning the electronic
properties of one-dimensional chains, including charge transfer
mechanism in DNA, have been obtained by using the Schrödinger
equation in the tight-binding approximation, i.e.:

t(ψn+1 + ψn−1) = (E − εn)ψn, (1)

where εn is the single energy at the orbital ψn , whereas t is
the common first-neighbor electronic overlap (hopping amplitude).
A considerable amount of work has been devoted to the study of
this equation, for both random and quasiperiodic sequences of the
potential Vn . The main achievements were:

(a) if the potentials Vn are independent random variables, the
system exhibits Anderson model of localization, i.e., all the
eigenstates are exponentially localized, and the energy of the
spectrum itself is always a regular object, with at most a fi-
nite number of bands [9,10]. In the case of a binary potential
distribution, the spectrum has one or two bands.

(b) If the potentials Vn are a binary sequence arranged in a pure
Fibonacci or generalized Fibonacci way, the energy spectrum
is a Cantor set of zero (Lebesgue) measure, i.e., there is an
infinite number of gaps, and the total bandwidth vanishes.
Specifically for the pure Fibonacci case, the eigenstates are
neither extended nor localized, but exhibit an intermediate
behavior. For the generalized Fibonacci case, the eigenstates
are extended [11,12]. In higher-dimensional cases, the energy
spectra can be band-like with finite measure, fractal-like with
zeroband-width, or a mixture of partly band-like and partly
fractal-like character [13].

Simplified fractals based on the triadic Cantor set [14,15], as well
as on the critical attractor of the logistic and circle maps [16,
17], have been used recently to model the energy spectrum of
quasiperiodic systems. More sophisticated methods, based on the
Schrödinger equation, were also proposed, looking for connections
with the quasiperiodic aspects of these spectra (scaling laws, frac-
tal dimension, etc.) as well as for some kind of common behavior
in the specific heat spectra. It has been shown, among other things,
that the average low-temperature specific heat is intimately con-
nected with some underlying fractal dimension characterizing the
energy spectrum [18].

It is the aim of the present work to contribute to this subject
considering the energy spectra of a quasiperiodic ladder sequences
(Fibonacci and Rudin–Shapiro type), mimicking a DNA molecule.
Taking them as the energy spectrum of a single fermionic particle,
we will compute the specific heat of a system of non-interacting
fermions and discuss its features in connection with the scale in-
variance character of their underlying multi-fractal energy spec-
trum. Comparisons are then made with a real DNA sequence,
namely the human chromosome 22 (Ch22).

Our Hamiltonian is the effective tight-binding model describing
one electron moving in a chain with a single orbital per site and
nearest-neighbor interactions, as given by Eq. (1).

The quasiperiodic Fibonacci (FB) sequence is constructed start-
ing from a G (guanine) nucleotide as seed and following the in-
flation rule G → GC , C → G . On the other hand, starting, as in
the Fibonacci case, from a G (guanine) nucleotide as seed, the
quasiperiodic Rudin–Shapiro (RS) can be built through the inflation
rules G → GC , C → G A, A → T C , and T → T A. For both quasiperi-
odic chains, we consider that the energies εn take the values εG ,
εA , εC , and εT as in the DNA genomic sequence, with the same
numerical values.

For the DNA sequence of the first sequenced human chromo-
some 22 (Ch 22), entitled NT011520, the numbers of letters of
this sequence is about 3.4 × 106 nucleotides. This sequence was
retrieved from the internet page of the National Center of Biotech-
nology Information. The energies εn are chosen from the ionization
potential of the respective bases [19], i.e., εA = 8.24, εT = 9.14,
εC = 8.87, and εG = 7.75, all units in eV, representing the ade-
nine, guanine, thymine, and cytosine molecules. The hopping term
t among the bases was taken equal to 1 eV. This specific value is
chosen because theoretical ab initio simulations yield values be-
tween 0.4 and 1 eV [20,21].

The multifractal energy spectrum of the FB and RS sequences,
for both single- and double-strands DNA-like sequences, was ob-
tained by us in previous works [22,23], and it will be taken into
account to determine the specific heat spectra. Since the spin de-
gree will not be considered in this work, each occupied quantum
state can support only one particle. According to the Fermi–Dirac
statistics, the average occupation number of each state is given by

〈ni〉 = 1

1 + exp[β(εi − μ)] , (2)

where β = 1/T (we are using units of kB = 1) and μ is the chemi-
cal potential, which can be computed as a function of temperature
and band filling from

Ne =
N∑

i=1

〈ni〉, (3)

from which μ(Ne/N, T ) can be extracted by numerical methods.
The average internal energy is obtained from

U (Ne/N, T ) =
N∑

i=1

εi〈ni〉, (4)

where the temperature dependence of the chemical potential μ is
explicitly taken into account.

We compute the specific heat at constant volume by differ-
entiating U (Ne/N, T ) with respect to the temperature T , i.e.,
CV = dU (Ne/N, T )/dT . It is then straightforward to calculate the
fermionic specific heat yielding

CV = 1

4T 2

[∑
i

ε2
i cosh−2[(εi − μ)/2T

]

− [∑i εi cosh−2[(εi − μ)/2T ]]2∑
i cosh−2[(εi − μ)/2T ]

]
. (5)

Fig. 1(a) shows a log–log plot of the electronic specific heat
spectra at constant volume (in units of Ne) versus the temperature
T for the 14th generation of the Fibonacci DNA chain, correspond-
ing to n = 610 nucleotides. Several values of the band fillings Ne/N
are considered, and indicated in the figure. For the high tempera-
ture limit (T → ∞), the specific heat for all cases converges and
decays with T −2. As the temperature decreases, the specific heat
increases up to a maximum value, the corresponding temperature
for this maximum value depends on the number of band fillings
Ne/N , although one can see a clear tendency for a common tem-
perature value as Ne/N increases, and this value is independent of
the occupation number ratio. After the maximum value, the spe-
cific heat falls into the low temperature region and starts, due to
the fractality of the energy spectrum, a complex pattern of log-
periodic oscillations which signals the discrete scale invariance of
the spectrum at the vicinity of the Fermi energy. These oscillations
occur around a linear trend (in log–log scale), whose power-law
behavior is Cv ∝ T φFB , with φFB = 0.7385, lasting until the temper-
ature reaches a value around 10−3. At this point, a phase transi-
tion (in the sense of a oscillatory regime) occurs, and the specific
heat falls again linearly with T . The inset of this figure considers
the 15th generation of the Fibonacci DNA chain, corresponding to
n = 987 nucleotides. From there we can see a larger number of os-
cillations of the specific heat for low T (in general the number of
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Fig. 1. (a) Log–log scale of the fermionic specific heat at constant volume (in units of Ne ) versus the temperature T for the 14th generation of the Fibonacci DNA chain,
corresponding to n = 610 nucleotides. Four different concentrations are analyzed. The inset depicts the case for the 15th generation of the Fibonacci DNA chain, corresponding
to n = 987 nucleotides. (b) Chemical potential μ versus the temperature T .
oscillations of the specific heat for fractal spectra increases with
the order of the generation of the fractal). Besides, the oscillatory
regime disappears at a lower temperature, when compared to the
14th generation of the Fibonacci DNA chain.

In Fig. 1(b), the profile of the chemical potential μ(T , Ne/N)

against the temperature T is presented, for a Fibonacci DNA chain,
considering the occupation ratios Ne/N = 1/2,4/9,2/5 and 1/3.
For lower values of T , there is a transient period, on which the
chemical potential reaches a maximum value, and then starts to
decrease (in all cases but Ne/N = 0.5) linearly, as the ratio Ne/N
decreases. For Ne/N = 0.5, the chemical potential has a constant
value. This is an expected feature, since the chemical potential is a
measure of the energy per particle, for a given entropy.

A similar scenario appears when one considers the other
quasiperiodic structure studied, modeling the DNA molecule by the
Rudin–Shapiro sequence, whose log–log plot of the specific heat at
constant volume (in units of Ne) is depicted in Fig. 2(a), consider-
ing its 10th generation (which means 512 nucleotides). Its profile
is very similar to that of Fig. 1, when one considern the same
band fillings Ne/N . There is a transient region where the C V oscil-
lates non-harmonically around an inclined straight line, Cv ∝ T φRS ,
with φRS = 1.01, and then suddenly if falls to zero, linearly with T .
However, now this decrease depends more strongly on the band
fillings Ne/N considered. The inset shows the case for the Rudin–
Shapiro’s 11th generation, corresponding to n = 1024 nucleotides.
The chemical potential for this sequence is shown in Fig. 2(b), with
qualitative behavior similar to the FB case, but now presenting a
shift for the μ values. In other words, the energy per particle is
higher when one consider the DNA-like chain modeled by the RS
sequence.

The above studied DNA-like chains give us reasonable clues on
how the energy distributions would behave in a real DNA chain.
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Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1, but for the 10th generation of the Rudin–Shapiro DNA chain, corresponding to n = 512 nucleotides. The inset in (a) depicts the case for the 11th
generation of the Rudin–Shapiro DNA chain, corresponding to n = 1024 nucleotides.
Indeed, purely theoretical efforts have been made [24,25] to un-
derstand the underlying thermodynamics of fractal spectra and
quasiperiodic systems. However, this work would not be com-
plete if we did not compare our results with a real system. For
this purpose, the log–log plot of the specific heat at constant vol-
ume (also in units of Ne) for the Ch22 chromosome, considering
n = 512 nucleotides, analyzed through a Fermi–Dirac statistics, is
depicted in Fig. 3(a). Again, the specific heat falls to zero when
T → ∞, but now in a slightly higher ratio. Also, after the maxi-
mum value of CV is reached, in the low temperature region the
specific heat falls roughly linearly with T , and at T = 0.5 × 10−2,
it falls more rapidly with T . Note that in this case there is less
oscillations when T → 0 when compared to the quasiperiodic
structures. Probably this is due to the fact that, in contrast to a
real fractal, human chromosomes present a common compositional
structure with two characteristic scales, the large one correspond-
ing to long, homogeneous DNA segments (the isochores), and the
other one to small and medium scale genomic elements [26]. The
inset presents the case for the human chromosome Ch22 with
1024 nucleotides.

The chemical potential, depicted in Fig. 3(b), resembles strongly
the RS one, which means that the energy distribution per parti-
cle is very similar in these two cases. This qualitative resemblance
is an indication that a real DNA chain can, at least in princi-
ple, be modeled through substitutional sequences, like FB and RS.
Also, the lack of an oscillatory behavior around a medium value
(the spectral or fractal dimension of the system), a common fea-
ture presented in previous works, clearly indicates that the statis-
tics considered (namely, the Fermi–Dirac one), which forbids more
than one particle per state (excluding the spin), plays a decisive
role on the collective behavior of electrons propagating in real and
modeled DNA chains.

In conclusion, we have presented in this Letter a theoretical
model to study the electrons’ specific heat spectra and chemical
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Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 1, but now for the human chromosome Ch22 considering 512 nucleotides. The inset in (a) depicts the case for the human chromosome Ch22 with
1024 nucleotides.
potential of single strand DNA molecules, made up from the nu-
cleotides G , C , A, and T , arranged to form two artificial sequences,
the Fibonacci and Rudin–Shapiro ones, both with long-range cor-
relations. We consider also a finite segment of natural DNA as part
of the human chromosome Ch22. A more realistic approach was
taken, compared with previous work, considering that the Fermi–
Dirac distribution was taken into account. Opposite to previous
works, no harmonic oscillatory profile occurs in the temperature
regions considered. Also, the qualitative form of the specific heat
and chemical potential do not depend on the type and the size
of the sequence used to model the DNA molecule. In particular,
the slope of the chemical potential for high temperature depends
on the number of band fillings Ne/N disregarding the quasiperi-
odic sequence (see Figs. 1(b), 2(b) and 3(b)). Certainly the theo-
retical predictions shown in this Letter can be tested experimen-
tally, and we expect that experimentalists get encouraged to face
them.
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